Human can recognize easily the different kinds of object. However, it is difficult for robots recognize the objects such as cloth, string, moving objects and etc. This paper is to develop the cloth recognition scheme for visual servoing to apply it in industries where workers recognize clothes and package them to send internet users who have purchased. In this study, the 7-link manipulator equips with two cameras that detect position and orientation (pose) of cloth using 3D-MoS (Move on Sensing). The proposed system introduces a new model generating method for model-based cloth recognition that utilizes a photograph of cloth as a model to recognize the cloth, which enable that the robotic system does not need to prepare a definition of the target cloth as a preparation of the recognition. It has been confirmed that cloth can be recognized by the system through 1000 times recognition experiment.
Introduction
In this system, three cameras as vision sensors, one PA-10 robot and two personal computers are used. The first camera, that is fixed in the workspace for capturing photos, save the photo with the BMP (bitmap file) and then it generates the model in the sensor PC. The other two cameras set up at the end-effector of a PA-10 robot are for making the recognition based on the model. Finally, the robot PC controls the PA-10 controller to pick up the cloth after recognition successfully and set the cloth into the box for which human send to the client. The advantages of this research system is to reduce the cost of human operators. Moreover, the cameras, robot, PC and robot controller make more effective time, specific location and saving cost than staffs. Fig. 1 shows the configuration of the system. In addition, the light environment effects on not only recognition but also the handling performance. In this paper, we did experiment under two light conditions and recognition are calculated by error estimation and also these two results are demonstrated by histogram. One condition is calculated from the normal lighting condition in the factory. Another one is adding some lighting effect using a fluorescent table lamp with 1000 Lx. The experiment confirmed that the system can handle for both two conditions. Moreover, we can get the best performance of handling in which circumstance by comparing two light environments. This research emphasis on various light condition for handling of different kinds of cloths by the robot with high performance.
Fig.1 System Configuration
shows the process of model generation that represents the best matching condition with the black points group on the target object.
Fitness Function
Fitness distribution is decided by hue value. The fitness function value is high in the care when the system recognizes the object clearly. We collect the maximum fitness valuate and weed out the minimum value by finding the average as the following equations; 
Projection
The relationship between the world coordinate system of the manipulator and the hand coordinate system is shown in Fig.3 . It can also be named as the coordinate system of 3D-MoS (Move on Sensing) robot. 3D-MoS uses forward kinematic for automatic handling of clothes. Fig. 4 shows the coordinate of the dual-eye vision system, where ΣM is the target object's coordinate system. The left and right input images from the two cameras are directly matched by the left and right searching models, which are projected from 3D model onto 2D image plane. ΣCR and ΣCL are the coordinate systems of the left and right cameras, and ΣIR and ΣIL are the coordinate systems of the left and right camera's images. In Fig. 4 , two cameras are fixed on the robotic hand that it represents as desired end-effector coordinate ( ΣE). Using the perspective projection as projection, transformation matrix is shown in equation (4). 
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Genetic Algorithm (GA)
Genetic algorithm (GA) includes two portions. They are individual GA and GA evolution.
The individual GA has the same color and shape with the target object but different position and orientation.
It has 72 bits and characteristic as shown in the following;
GA evolution process can get the best matching between the target object and model quickly and accurately. Fig. 5 shows the improvement of evolution process in each generation. 
Experiment of handling
There are different kinds of gripper such as mechanical, magnetic, vacuum and so on, which are divided by depending on the grasp application of the objects. Most of end-effector types are mechanical grippers. However, in this experiment, the PA-10 robot attached 4-section cups (vacuum Fig.6 (a) , there are 40 times frequency from zero position error, over 5 times frequency from 0.5 position error, same time frequency of 2 and 2.5 position error. On the other hand, as Fig. 6 (b) , there are 30 times frequency from zero position error which can be understood clearly that zero position error decrease 10 times less than Fig. 6 (a) . Moreover, the other position error of frequency times was increased and appeared which the position error lack in Fig. 6 
Conclusion
In conclusion, we discuss handling performance under the two different optical environment conditions by calculating error and compare the result by histogram. In 100 times handling experiment, the cloth in each time can recognize and handle at both about 700[Lx] and 1000 [Lx] . We concluded that the histogram of position errors (x, y and θ) at approximation of 1000[Lx] is larger than the normal optical environment (about 700 [Lx] ). The most beneficial result is getting at approximation 700 [Lx] . This condition can be concluded by the experiments of same 100 times recognition, which can be known that practical experiment's result can approach to the best goal in handling performance. 
